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Forward-looking investors can make a ton of money in 2014
by moving now on 3D desktop print technology...

Here’s a tip to get you looking in the
right direction...

Makism3D (MDDD) debuts game changing technology
that could make it the best-selling desktop 3D

printer in the world!

MDDD could leap 300% to 500% for investors
who get in today for around $1.00/share!
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New Wideboy 3D printer smokes competition, but don’t wait
for the Wideboy to hit store shelves. MDDD shares are an
immediate buy!

Here’s where it  gets really  exciting...

Makism3D is screaming for a big-
ticket buyout. Key indicators point
to Hewlett Packard as the
technology giant that could send
MDDD on a chart-busting tear!

To My Fellow Investor:

3D printing has become the fastest growing new technology in years. 3D printer sales have soared 43% over last year and

are projected to double in 2014...triple in 2015!
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No matter where you do the research, one thing becomes abundantly clear...this is a tremendous opportunity to catch a technology

revolution on the ground floor!

Now is the time to seize the profit opportunity in MDDD...
before 3D printer sales take off in 2014!

Makism3D (MDDD) made its recent announcement of the Wideboy 3D

printer in the professional consumer price categories at $1,500 and $2,500
and $4,000...a market that is wide open for this next-gen breakthrough!

MDDD shareholders can expect steady gains from growing product sales,

but even faster gains can be expected in what I see coming in the second

quarter.

Makism3D could be acquired by a major printer manufacturer...at the top

of my list: Hewlett Packard and I’ll explain why next.

MDDD hit my radar screen as one of the most obvious buyout
opportunities you’ll find in the market today!

An explosive entry into the market from Makism3D can make it a prime

target for acquisition by a global technology firm.

There may be plenty of suitors, for MDDD but one stands out as a prime candidate:
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Hewlett Packard (HP)!

Today, of the leading names in printing on paper, Canon, Brother,

Epson, Xerox and Hewlett Packard, not one has a 3D printer that I

can find now selling in the pro-sumer market.

Later in this report, I’ll get into more details why Hewlett Packard
made it to the top of my list for an MDDD buyout.

First, it’s important to get your head around how big the market for

3D printing is shaping up to be.

What’s more, it’s going to shape up fast. Over the next 2-3 years,

3D printer sales are projected to double, even triple over 2013

figures.

Driving this growth will be next-generation tech that makes 3D printing
affordable and practical.

That’s the kind of tech that Makism3D brings to market in the

coming months. Believe me, this is next-generation technology at its

best!

Price/performance breakthroughs introduced with the Makism3D

Wideboy printer simply cannot be matched for the money in current

tech. Here are the key reasons why the Wideboy is on the verge of

revolutionizing 3D printing.

1. Wideboy prints higher resolution.

2. Wideboy prints larger structures.

3. Wideboy prints more materials.

4. Wideboy prints out of the box.

5. Wideboy is priced for consumers.

No other printer I can find anywhere now

or on the horizon comes close to these five

key features.

Here‘s why you should invest in Makism3D (MDDD)

before the end of this year.

In 2014, the market for professional grade, consumer-priced 3D printers (in the $2,500 to $3,500 price range) is expected to

skyrocket.

Like any breakout technology, the initial profits made by early investors can be staggering.
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300%....500%...1,000% or more. These are realistic growth figures that can occur

in a span of just a few months, which is why Makism3D (MDDD) should be on your

buy list right now.

Makism3D (MDDD) has announced a game-changing breakthrough in 3D printing

that brings the most desirable features and performance of machines selling over

$50,000 to a price point of around $3,000.

These changes from Makism3D could hit the market in early 2014. It will be highly

unlikely that you could stake a ground floor position in MDDD at that time.

Today, MDDD trades in the $1.00
range. By early 2014, it could be over
$3.00. By the end of the year, over
$10.00!

3D printing is coming fast and hard.

The time to make your move is now.

This is a brand-new market. Nobody owns it and there are billions of dollars on the
upside...

You can be certain of this: companies like Hewlett Packard, Canon, Brother and

others won’t be sitting on the sidelines.

They’ll be fighting tooth and nail to cash in on the 3D printing boom. Sitting on the bench just isn’t going to happen.

It’s clear to me that these tech giants have watched closely to see how the 3D printer market shapes up... now they’re ready to

move.

The date to watch: March 10, 2014

That’s the date the 3D printing world will descend on its annual trade show in Berlin, Germany.

This is the trade show that new products are made public and Hewlett Packard appears to be making the first move in what could

become an explosive technology buyout frenzy.

HP plans to make its debut in the 3D printer space next year.
CEO Meg Whitman made the announcement at the Canalys
Channels Platform in Bangkok, where she said the company
will focus on speed and cost.

Here’s where this gets interesting and why MDDD could be such a key buyout target for HP.

HP has no significant internal R&D in place to introduce a new technology by a rollout date in 2014. To meet this objective, they

must acquire the technology from outside. MDDD stands as a potential target for such a buy.

MDDD has developed the first of its kind product that approaches the speed and performance of high-end 3D printers costing
five- to ten-times more. This appears to be exactly the tech HP is looking to acquire.
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The MDDD 3D printer line specifically targets the wide-open market in the $1,500 to $4,000 price range. This enormous unmet

market could be worth billions and the first major player that enters this space, like HP, could quickly achieve dominant market

share.

The share price premium for MDDD could be enormous for MDDD shareholders, while
being a drop in the bucket to a giant like HP.

Low-end 3D printers average around $1,200 a machine, but the quality is novelty at best, on

par with dot-matrix printers.

Professional quality 3D printers, the kind that produce the products that will ultimately propel

3D printing to a multi-billion global business, are loaded with entry barriers to mainstream

markets.

That’s about to change in a very big way.

Makism3D (MDDD) beat every technology giant on the planet to a
number of key technical breakthroughs in its Wideboy 3D printer
technology.
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Makism3D (MDDD) cracks key price barriers in 3D printing, making MDDD ripe for a buyout!

I’ll cover the details of this breakthrough in a moment; here are what Makism3D reports as key points that can make their Wideboy
technology highly attractive to acquisition.

The Makism3D Wideboy 3D printer is:

Affordably priced between $1,500 and $4,000 a unit. This is a fraction of the
cost of machines with similar material capabilities and is scalable to global market
potential.

Plug and play, out of the box. Just plug it in, load software and start printing. No
other printer can match its ease-of-use and user-friendly interface.

Extra large print platform allows user to print larger models. This can be an essential
feature in professional applications.

Temperature controlled to prevent warpage and shape distortion. An
essential requirement for CAD-based modeling or one-off parts production.

Capable of printing a large variety of materials at high resolution. This may be
the only printer in this price range capable of mass printing finished manufacturing
parts.

All this and more in a consumer-priced 3D printer? Unheard of until now!

This is the kind of user-friendly, consumer level technology that can break the entire segment wide open.

I remember the day when my department bought its first color printer...a $26,000 “professional” behemoth that used heated wax to
build a color image!

Ink jet technology destroyed that technology both in performance and price.

I see Makism3D doing the same to the existing market for professional 3D printing.

Printer manufacturers recognize that when technology merges high-end performance with low-end prices, the door is opened

to enormous new market penetration.

Makism3D may be the breakthrough product that makes the middle ground.

Makism3D (MDDD) can quickly soar from two powerful forces.... organic growth in the market and/or acquisition by a

major printer name wanting to fill this space immediately. Either way...

You could win big from a MDDD buy today!
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“...the market for 3D
printing and related

services will triple in
the next five years...”

~ Forbes 8/27/13

In one swoop of technological achievement, Makism3D could obliterate the market for printers costing tens of thousands of

dollars.

And here’s the key point...

Just like the price/performance breakthrough did for color printers...

Makism3D’s price breakthrough means the market for its printing technology can be ramped up from niche to broad market scale.

This is the key component that will attract a buyout move from a
global giant like Hewlett Packard.

The $2,500 3D printer space is lead by the Makerbot Replicator 2X. To put it bluntly, specs released on the Makism3D Wideboy
absolutely smoke the Replicator.

At left is a brief comparison chart that quickly illustrates my point.

Bottom line:
Even though Replicator was bought out for $403 million in June,
2012...its current product version appears to be outdated!

The company, Stratasys, which scooped up the Replicator may have

moved a few months too soon. Stratasys now owns the Replicator, but
the next-generation in 3D printing appears to be moving beyond this

performance level.

Even while the ink on the
Stratasys $403 million deal is still
drying... the technology it bought could be out of date.

Saddled with yesterday’s technology, their current product offerings could be quickly bypassed as consumers move to
Makism3D’s next-gen tech.That’s even more likely should Makism3D tech show up with a brand label from HP, Brother,
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Epson, etc.

A top-secret buyout in the works?

The Makism3D Wideboy could crush any product now selling in its price category!

There is no question that global technology companies are on a massive technology buying spree. Innovation is being shopped and

the price tags have been staggering.

It’s remarkable to think that as quickly as the 3D printing industry is projected to grow, the majors are simply not to be found in the
mix.

Why is that?

They’re probably not designing a new product... they’re buying it!

I have no doubt that with the innovation Makism3D brings to the 3D printer market it could take a big place in the future market for

its printers.

However, from an investor’s perspective, I see a bigger opportunity that could pay off quickly and handsomely.

I do not expect Makism3D will build this business on its own. That could take years and the market for 3D printing is soaring

much too fast.

Today, I can’t find a single consumer-priced 3D printers sold by a major manufacturer. Not one.

Simple reason: These guys are waiting for the technology that can seriously penetrate a global market.

MDDD is a prime acquisition target that could cement a major tech company’s hold on a multi-billion-dollar global market.
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You can take this to the bank...

The 3D printing market is wide open and whoever is first in with the best product is going to grab a huge piece of this market right
out of the gate.

MDDD is a grab-it-now opportunity that could quickly pay enormous buyout premiums to early investors. Now is the time to

make your move and get MDDD in your investment mix.

You see it all around you. New ideas are creating overnight billionaires.

Majors are paying billions in a mad scramble to dominate the next generation of technology.

This is the technology that could make high quality 3D printing as common as fax machines, scanners and color printers.

Somebody is likely to snatch this up soon and if you beat them in, you could pocket a fortune!

Stratasys bought Makerbot for $403 million...and that’s for a $2,200 printer that only prints in plastic!

This was a big score for Makerbot shareholders, but Makerbot fell short of key requirements for broad market penetration.

It’s just too darn complex for non-technical or inexperienced users.

Stratasys makes it clear that the complexity of owning
and using its Makerbot Replicator 2x printer should be

considered in advance of purchase. Quoting the
website...

‘Nuff said?!

I can all but guarantee you that a global company won’t

go near a product like this!

In fact, no one with any concern for backend customer
service wants to be saddled with a machine designed

for “daredevils and experts” only!

This is a key reason why the Makism3D Wideboy printer has such enormous potential for being labeled by HP, Brother, Epson,
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or whoever else lines up for a shot at this tech.

The global market for 3D printing is soaring to tens of billions of dollars. You can be certain that at least one major player is going to
move on this aggressively.

The Makism3D Wideboy printer appears ready to go global and as an MDDD shareholder, the value of your shares is staged to
skyrocket!
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I strongly recommend that you get some money on the table right now. Don’t bet the farm, but get in now for the upside I see
coming.

What’s more, you don’t have to depend on a buyout to get in on the potential profits. Even if Makism3D goes it alone, the

Wideboy printer can be a flagship product that quickly penetrates global 3D printing markets.

1. Organic Growth...

Over the next 24 to 36 month, sales of 3D printers are expected to soar. 2014 should be the breakout year. 3D printer sales are

expected to double over this year and a rapid growth rate can be expected to continue through the end of the decade.

By far, the fastest growing segment of the overall 3D printing market should be high-quality machines that can serve in professional

environments while selling at consumer-friendly prices.

The Makism3D Wideboy printer smashes through the technology limitations of previous generations.

2. Technology Buyout...

As reported earlier, the Makism3D Wideboy could soon be marketed under a new name. My top candidate is Hewlett Packard.

Here’s my outlook:

HP should enter the 3D printer business in 2014 and they’ll get
there through acquisition!

Makism3D’s breakthrough technology is now prime for acquisition
by a company looking to enter the 3D printer market ahead of
other tech giants!

This news can be worth a fortune to Makism3D (MDDD)... and you
can still get in at the ground floor level!

Maybe it will be Brother, Epson, Xerox, or any number of potential suitors.

Does it really matter? I think not. Somebody could make a ton of money from any one of these guys and it may as well be you.

HP is my top pick to buy MDDD outright.

Hewlett Packard has already announced it will enter the consumer-priced 3D printer market in early 2014...they’ve even

telegraphed that they’re buying rather than inventing!

If Makism3D (MDDD)is bought out by HP or anyone else, early MDDD shareholders are positioned for enormous profits.
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How soon should you move on
MDDD? I recommend
immediately!

March 10, 2014... If you’re not in by then,

you’re probably too late!

In first quarter 2014, you can expect a flood of news to hit the 3D

printer marketplace. New products, acquisitions, and soaring

investor interest...all this and more can be pushing MDDD shares

north.

I expect this to culminate in one event, the “Inside 3D Printing

Conference and Expo” opening on March 10 in Berlin, Germany.

2014 ushers in a run of 3D print expos worldwide. In addition to the Berlin expo, subsequent expos will be held in New York City,

Sao Paulo, Brazil; Seoul, South Korea; Melbourne, Australia; Shenzhen, China; and Santa Clara, California.

What to do now.

Over the next few months, I firmly believe that a new face will emerge in the 3D printing industry and that could easily be
Makism3D with its breakthrough product, the Wideboy 3D printer.

Given the enormous market growth forecast for 3D printers in 2014 and 2015, Makism3D (MDDD) is positioned for stunning

growth driven by next-gen technology in an atmosphere of buyout fury.

I can readily project MDDD at 300% to 500% gains through the first quarter of 2014.

In spring of 2014, with the opening of the 3D Print Expo in Berlin, the ground floor entry to Makism3D (MDDD) will probably
have vanished.

I expect MDDD to be selling in the $3.00 to $5.00 range by then, perhaps even higher should buyout news emerge.

You do not want to adopt a wait-and-see strategy at this early-entry moment.

If you share my view that there is a lot of money to be made in 3D printing, then I strongly recommend you make your first move on

Makism3D. This is an aggressive move in the 3D printer market that could pay stunning profits next year.

If you wait until then however, you may miss it.

You can expect big gains in MDDD, 
but I have more opportunities 

you can look forward to as well.

Over the last few years, I’ve proven my proprietary Compound Income Trader (CIT) strategy to be a hands down winner.
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If I were to publish my complete buy/sell track record, it would cover two pages with
334 trades, some winners and of course, some losers.

At the end of the day, it’s the bottom line that counts and my CIT strategies have

posted a staggering profit. You can find the complete summary buy/sell list on my

website: www.compoundincometrader.com.

If you like quick profits, then my Market’s Line in the Sand Newsletter  can work
for you as well!

My name is Andy Chambers and as a successful small business owner I discovered a

passion for trading in the 1980’s. After selling my business, I became a futures analyst

for Dearborn Financial Corporation. After a few years as an analyst, I was promoted
to editor of Futures Options Weekly.

Two years later, I became Editor In Chief, overseeing the Futures, Futures Options,

and Stock Options publications and advisory services. During my tenure at Dearborn,

I also wrote, recorded, and published the Daily Trend Watch, a daily futures advisory,
the Daily Trend Watch Classroom, an educational futures service, and the MR2 Alert,

a combination advisory and tutorial specifically related to futures options.

Since leaving Dearborn, I have been working as an independent trader and analyst for

private individuals and corporations. Working on my own, outside the corporate
structure, has allowed my trading and analysis to evolve to a much higher level. I have

a keen eye for charts and trading patterns. I employ very specific methods to take

advantage of patterns and trends, and have a strong options background which allows

me to employ strategies that offer maximum reward with minimum risk.

Look, I’ll level with you—I’m far from perfect. Losses can and do happen! But when you take advantage of what I teach you as

part of the Market’s Line in the Sand Newsletter — it’s the best of all possible worlds.

The Market’s Line in the Sand Newsletter Covers Every
Tip, Technique, and Strategy Andy uses to Generate
Over 75% Winning Trades!

Money Management is Key! You will also learn how
Andy keeps losses very low.

The Newsletter will reveal Proprietary Line in the Sand
Strategies and Techniques that the trading world has
never seen!

The Newsletter will also include commentary,
including the current Market Outlook.

The Market Outlook will tell you what indices are
strongest, what industries are strongest, And what
stocks are strongest, as well as offering a preview of

http://www.compoundincometrader.com/
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the week ahead.

Receive Andy Chambers Weekly Market Line in the
Sand Newsletter for Only $39 a Year.

Our 100% Profit Performance Guarantee:

If You Don’t Make a Bundle, We Won’t Make a Penny!

Nobody can guarantee profits, and losses are always possible. But I can guarantee this: If we don’t deliver amazing performance

with my new Market’s Line in the Sand Newsletter, we don’t make a dime!

In fact, given my track record over the last seven years, and given the fact that I’ve never delivered less than 125%...and with a

technology opportunity like Makism3D Corp.(MDDD) available now... it’s no time to dilly-dally.

Best wishes,

Andy Chambers

Editor, Market's Line in the Sand Newsletter

*NO TE: Stock and option trading have large potential rewards, but also large potential risks. You must be aware of the risks and willing to accept them in order to invest

in the market. Don’t trade with money you can’t afford to lose. This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to buy/sell any stock.

ENDORSER IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: Andy Chambers (Endorser) track record was compiled from calculations derived from documentation from the Compound Income
Trader newsletter a Chambers Advisors Inc. (CAI) publication; Said publications and documentation were made available to CAI subscribers. No representation is made that actual purchases and
sales were made at the prices stated. The Andy Chambers Advisors, The Market's Line in the Sand Newsletter is a Chambers Advisors Inc. publication. Facts stated in this article were supplied to
endorser from third-party sources. Andy Chambers, Chambers Advisors Inc.(CAI) received $10,000 in cash compensation from Blackrock Media Group Inc. and its client Edge Strategies, LLC to
endorse this advertisement in addition, Andy Chambers, Chambers Advisors Inc.(CAI) does expect to receive new subscriber revenue as a result of this advertising effort. This compensation
constitutes a conflict of interest as to our ability to remain objective in our communication regarding the profiled company. Because of this conflict, individuals are strongly encouraged to not use
this newsletter as the basis for any investment decision. While all information is believed to be reliable, it is not guaranteed by us to be accurate. Individuals should assume that all information
contained in our publication is not trustworthy unless verified by their own independent research. Only invest monies you can afford to lose. Andy Chambers Chambers Advisors Inc.(CAI) makes
no representations as to such facts, reliability, accuracy or completeness. Endorser is not responsible for errors or omissions. Endorser does not claim any special expertise or knowledge regarding
the Printing industry. Endorser is neither acting as an investment advisor nor providing individual investment advice. Andy Chambers Chambers Advisors Inc.(CAI) OWNS NO
SHARES,OPTIONS,WARRANTS in Makism3D Corp.(MDDD). Also, Makism3D Corp.has neither approved nor paid for this specific advertisement. Readers should perform their own due
diligence. The information presented is provided for information purposes only and the endorsement is not to be used or considered as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or
subscribe for securities. Endorser has not taken any steps to ensure that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor. Any securities referenced by Endorser may not be
suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments. Nothing in the endorsement constitutes investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you.
Information, opinions and estimates referenced in the endorsement reflect a judgment at its original date of publication and are subject to change without notice. The price and value of the securities
mentioned in the endorsement can fall as well as rise, and may have a high level of volatility. High volatility securities may experience sudden and large falls in their value, leading to losses. High
volatility investments may also be difficult to sell. Similarly, it may prove difficult for you to obtain reliable information about the value or risks to which such an investment is exposed. The
endorsement may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to website material of Endorser, the Endorser has not reviewed any
recommended or linked site and takes no responsibility for the content contained therein. Such address or hyperlink is provided solely for your convenience and information and the content of the
linked site does not in any way form part of the endorsement. Accessing such websites or following any link shall be at your own risk. Further, you are advised to read and carefully consider the
additional explanations of risk factors in Markism 3D Corp. SEC filings that can be found online in the SEC‚s EDGAR database at www.SEC.gov  . Neither Andy Chambers nor his publication is
offering securities for sale. Finally, Penny Stocks are EXTREMELY RISKY. You should consult with your registered investment adviser before investing to determine suitability and risk tolerance.
Andy Chambers Chambers Advisors Inc.(CAI) assumes no risk for investor losses or profits. The information contained herein contains forward-looking information within the meaning of section
27a of the Securities Act of 1993, as amended, and section 21e of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements regarding expected growth of the featured company. In
accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include everything other than historical
information, involve risks and uncertainties that may affect Makism3D Corp. actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ include size and growth of the market, the
Company"s ability to fund its capital requirements in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues etc. There is no guarantee that past results are indicative of future
performance. IMPORTANT NOTICE! Option and stock investing involves risk and is not suitable for all investors. Only invest money you can afford to lose in stocks and options. Past
performance does not guarantee future results. The trade entry and exit prices represent the price of the security at the time the trade recommendation was made. The Andy Chambers Chambers
Advisors Inc.(CAI) trade record does not represent actual investment results. Trade examples are simulated and have certain limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual trading. Since the
trades have not been executed, the results may have under or over compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as lack of liquidity. No representation is being made that any
account will or is likely to achieve profit or losses similar to those shown.

Third Party Advertiser IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: Blackrock Media Group Inc., (BMG) has received a total of $2,750,000 USD as of November 30th, 2013 from its client
Edge Strategies, LLC., the third party advertiser for this advertising in an effort to build investor awareness for Makism 3D Corp. (OTCQB: MDDD). BMG shall retain any amounts over and above
the cost of creating and distributing this advertisement which advertises The Andy Chambers Advisor's The Market's Line in the Sand Newsletter (a publication of Andy Chambers Chambers
Advisors Inc.) coverage of Makism 3D Corp. Advertising services include; production, outsourced advertising copywriting services, mailing and other related distribution services and advertising
media placement costs. Blackrock Media Group, Inc. is a company based in Bacolod City, Philippines and its client Edge Strategies, LLC, third party advertiser, is a company based in
Charlestown, Nevis. Edge Strategies, LLC, the third party advertiser, has represented to BMG in writing that it does not own any shares of Makism 3D Corp. except for restricted stock. Edge
Strategies, LLC. has represented to BMG in writing that it will not sell, pledge or hypothecate or otherwise agree to dispose of for 90 days following the initial dissemination of this advertisement.
Edge Strategies, LLC. has also represented to BMG in writing that neither it nor its affiliates will buy or sell any shares of Makism 3D Corp. during the period that this advertisement is being
disseminated by BMG or third party media vendors. This is sponsored advertising and does not purport to provide an analysis of the featured company's financial position, operations or prospects
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and is not to be construed as a recommendation or solicitation by BMG to buy or sell any security. BMG is a firm which refers and facilitates the services of third-party vendors and advertising
related service providers to persons wishing to sponsor advertising that may feature or include publicly-traded companies. BMG is not a financial analyst, investment advisor or broker/dealer. The
services provided by BMG in connection with this advertisement are limited to the introduction of third party advertiser to copywriter services and paid endorser, the renting of distribution list(s),
and managing the production and distribution of this advertisement. BMG is not responsible for the endorsement of this advertisement, which is the sole responsibility of The Andy Chambers
Advisor's The Market's Line in the Sand Newsletter. Andy Chamber`s Chambers Advisors Inc. expects to receive an unknown amount of subscription revenue as a result of this advertising effort.
Neither BMG nor its members have an ownership interest in The Andy Chambers Advisor's The Market's Line in the Sand Newsletter or any of its affiliates, and neither The Andy Chambers
Advisor's The Market's Line in the Sand Newsletter nor its affiliates have an ownership interest in BMG. BMG makes no warranties as to the accuracy of the content of this advertisement and
expressly disclaims and assumes no liability for how readers may choose to utilize the content of this advertisement. Readers are strongly urged to independently verify all statements made in this
advertisement and to perform their own due diligence on this or any other advertised company, including but not limited to consulting with a qualified investment professional and reviewing the
publicly available financial statements of, and other information about Makism 3D Corp. You should also determine that an investment in Makism 3D Corp. is appropriate and suitable for you.
Makism 3D Corp. is traded on the OTCQB Bulletin Board (trading symbol: MDDD). Its stock is registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and its periodic and other reports filed
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, are publicly available from the Securities and Exchange Commission at its website at http://www.sec.gov. This website also contains
general investor information about publicly-traded companies, advice to investors and other investor resources. Other investor resources are available from the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority through its website at www.finra.org. Many states have established rules requiring approval by the state securities administrator to permit sales of a security to its residents. Check with
the North American Securities Administrators Association through its website at www nasaa.org or call your state securities administrator to determine whether a particular security may be
purchased by you as a resident of your state. Many companies have filed information with state securities regulators and many companies will supply prospective investors with additional
information upon request. Investing in securities is highly speculative and carries a great deal of risk, especially as to newer companies with comparatively short operating histories and limited
earnings. This advertisement contains forward-looking statements regarding Makism 3D Corp. its business and prospects. Such forward-looking statements are within the meaning of Section 27A of
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and are intended to be covered by the safe harbor provisions created by these laws.
This advertisement may provide the addresses of or contain hyperlinks to outside or third-party websites, BMG has not reviewed any such websites and takes no responsibility for the contents
thereof or any possible effects resulting from accessing any such websites. The contents of any such websites do not in any way constitute a part of this advertisement. Accessing such websites or
following any link shall be at your own risk.


